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Axempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit, All questions
carry equal mnrks. Schematic diagrams must be shov"yt wherever necessary. Any
data yoafeel missing suitqbly be assumed and stated cleorly.

Units of quaatities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Use offollowing suppofting material is pemitted during examihation.

I, NIL 2. Nn.

T]NIT-I

Q.l (a) The $tate of stress at a point is characterized by the components -

o, = 12.31, oy = 8 96, o, = 4.34

c,v = 4 20, ct"= 5.27. c,, = 0.84

Find the values of the principal shess and directions of maximum

stless.

O) Derive the Cauchy's stress formula for any arbitrary plane.

OR

Q.l (a) Find the conditions of stress acting on the body which musr be satisfied \yhen

they vary from point to point. tgl
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(b) What do you mean by principal irlane and stresses? Derive the principal

characteristics equation. [8]

Q.2 (a) The foltowing displacement field is imposed on a body.

u lxyi+:x'1zj ++[yto -'

Consider a point P and a neighboring point Q wherc PQ has the foltowing

directiol cosiles,

& = 0.200, Iy=0.800, rL=0555

Poirf p has coodinates (2, 1, 3).

If PQ = A S, Find the components of P' Q' after deformation. U 0l

(b) Let Q be the reighboring point of any point P (x, y, z). How do you describe the

deformation of Q with rcspect to point P? t6l

OR

Q.2 (a) Consider the displacement field u=ty'zi+3yzj+(4+6x'?)[]10-'

What are the rectangular strarn components at the point P (1, 0, 2)? Use only

linear terms. t6l

O) Derive tlle chamcteristics equation for principal strains using strain invariants. [10]

UNIT.III

Q.3 (a) What do you mean by isotropic and homogeneous materials? Define and dedve

stress strain relations for an isoropic material. t8l

O) The state of stress at a point is characterized by the components:-
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o{ = 200 MPa, oy = -80 MPa and o, = 160 MPa

- _- _- -nLr, - Cyz - l-z\ - ',

Determiner the exheme values of the sheat stesses, their associated normal

stresses, the octahedml shear stress and its associated normal stress. t81

OR

Q.3 (a) Derive lami's displacemert equations of equilibrium.

(b) For steel, the following data is applicable.

E = 207 x 106 KPa

a=80x106KPa

For the given strain matrix at a point, determine the stress matrix

t8l

t8l

I o.oor o -o.oo2
h l=l n -o.oo3 o.ooo3' "' l-0.r, o.oo., o

UNIT.TV

Q.4 (a) Find the general expression for bending stress in cuNed beam having large

curvature. t101

O) Find out the shear centre of any rcctangular beam. t6l

OR

Q.4 A crane hook has a tapezoidal section at A - A as shown in hg. Find the maximum

stress at points P and Q. t16l
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AIL DMENSIONS IN mm

UNIT.V
Q.s (a) Find the general exprcssion for hoop sfess

cylindrical shell.

(b) Explain the effects of ifltemal pressure on the

shell.

and radial pressue in a thick

t10l

dimension of a thin cylindrical

t6l

OR

Q.5 (a) Find the fiickness of metal necessaly for a cylindrical shell of inteffral diameter
160 mm to withstand an internal pressute of gN/mm2. The maximum hoop stress

irl the section is not to exceed 35N/mm2. tg]

(b) The hoop sftess is minimum at the outer surface and is maximum at the inner
surface of a thick cllinder. prove this slarement. t8l
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